
Date reported to PO Location Details Reported by Reported to Police Incident No Action taken and cost of repair

18/01/2021 Disused orchard behind allotments Meeting place with signs of drug use TS

Reported to PCSO 

James Lynch SM to report to James Lynch

27/01/2021 Fly tipping Fly tipping at the back of 30 Worcester Way DB Reported to SCDC SM reported to SCDC

05/02/2021 Fly tipping 

Fly tipping along London Way. Rubbish found includes addresses and 

evidence of substance use. TS Reported to SCDC

TS moved to pick up point by bin and retained items with addresses on and evidence of substance 

use. Photos of addresses and evidence of substance use sent to SCDC

11/02/2021 Abandoned trailer + fly tipping

Adandoned trailer Greengage Rise, not moved for at least 2 months. Sofa 

and other rubbish left in trailer. DB Reported to SCDC SM reported to SCDC

05/03/2021 Suspicious vehicle - The Moor

"Suspicious" vehicle reported by resident behind the allotments where fly 

tipping has occurred. No illegal behaviour witnessed. Resident Reported to SCDC SM contacted SCDC and gave description of the vehicle for their records 

15/03/2021 Fire in the Old Orchard Shed in Old Orchard destroyed by fire DB

16/03/2021 Graffiti on bus shelter (High Street) Graffiti reported by neighoburing resident Resident Reported to wardens - they will paint over

23/03/2021 Littering and noise in car park

Neighbour reported noisy gathering and litter left in car park.  Requested 

Parish Office look at CCTV.  Incidents were at night so CCTV was not clear. Resident

Various Litter Various - littering generally on the increase around the village. Various

13/04/2021 Car park Young people throwing salt around and littering Resident CCTV images available.  SM to follow up with MVC

20/04/2021 Junction at The Cross Offensive graffiti on the road Resident

Reported to SCDC Enviro team to clean.  Reported to police with follow up email sending photos.  

Police incident no. CC-28042021-0461

21/04/2021 Workshop on the car park Offensive graffiti on the wall Resident Wardens to paint over.

21/04/2021 Multiplay, Clear Crescent Play Park Two burn marks inside tunnel on children play equipment ROSPA inspector Monitor

Various Offensive poster Offensive poster sellotaped to various locations around the village Police

Copy of the poster reported to the police.  No further action at this time. CRIME REFERENCE 

35/28349/21

02/05/2021

Report of bullying on The Moor play 

area

Email reporting bullying on The Moor play area and request for PCSO 

contact details Resident

CL provided contact details for PCSOs.  Advised that there is a change of PCSOs in the village at this 

time.

20/05/2021

Smashed glass in Clear Crescent Play 

Area 

Resident reported smashed glass in clear crescent play area need the play 

equipment Resident Glass cleared away by Cllr Barnes.

26/05/2021

Smashed glass bottle found near 

entrance to Clear Crescent Play Area 

Wardens found smashed glass bottle around the entrance to  Clear 

Crescent Play Area Wardens Wardens cleared glass away. 

01/06/2021 Damaged light on outside of pavilion Light on the side of pavilion near goal post in damaged and glass smashed Wardens CL to obtain quotes for repair.  Completed

03/06/2021 Report of incident on car park. Police requested CCTV footpage Police Footage provided .

28/06/2021 Orchard Road cemetery Young people gathering in and riding scooters through the cemetery Resident

Reported to 101 

online. 

Email also sent to Cambs Police requesting new PCSOs to patrol (28/6/21) - awaiting response.  101 

Online incident number INT/35/FMIC/3062021

30/06/2021 Rear window - pavilion Broken window pane (outer pane only) Warden SM seeking quotes for repair.  New window ordered - awaiting installation

08/07/2021 Royston Road Fly tipping - commercial oven TS Reported to SCDC for collection

08/07/2021 Russett Way Fly tipping - abandoned trailer Resident Reported to SCDC for collection.

01/08/2021 Bowls Club

Break in - number of young men found inside the changing rooms.  Bowls 

club managed to take photos. Resident Bowls club to report to police. 

16/08/2021 Littlehands car park Possible drugs use in car park GC CL has requested additional police patrols in the area. 

20/08/2021 Chess table on New Rec Graffiti GC Wardens have cleaned the graffiti off

01/09/2021 Bowls Club New changing rooms have been broken in to again Resident Reported by Bowls Club - incident number CRI/35/WUCT/292021

01/09/2021 Littlehands car park Cars parked outside - litter and noise reported Resident

06/09/2021 Bowls Club

Fire alarm removed from changing rooms and discarded in hedge.  Went 

off in early hours of morning Resident Reported to parish office

13/09/2021 Medcalf Way area Car being driven dangerously - late afternoons / early evenings Resident Reported to police by parish office

19/09/2021 The Moor (outside Littlehands car park) Report of suspected drug dealing Anon Reported to police via 101 - incident number INT/35/YXVS/2192021

04/10/2021 Bowls Club

Multiple attempts to break in to the changing rooms.  They have reported 

to police under ref 35/67543/21. Resident Reported to police via 101 online - incident number INT/35/9FBK/5102021

05/10/2021 Pavilion Broken Window Warden SM has obtained quote 

12/10/2021 PCSOs visited Hub.  

Requested more details re Bowls Club damage.  CL has passed on contact 

details and requested regular patrols in the village. 


